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Criteria 3 – Research, Innovations & Extension (110)  

3.5 Collaboration (20) 

 

3.5.1: Number of functional MoUs/ linkages with institutions/ industries in India and abroad for 

internship, on-the-job training, project work, student / faculty exchange and collaborative 

research during the last five years. 

The content of these documents is as given below  

Sr. No. Contents 

2021-2022 

1 
Ar. Vijay Pande  
Seminar on Sustainable planning and affordable Housing- 15/10/2022 

2 
Ar. Vaishali Thore (Wagh), Ekaa Designs 
Internship, Shubham Gholap- 2022-2023 

3 
Ar. Trambak Gadgil 
Expert guidance on Architectural Design-V- 16/03/2022 

4 
Ar. Sameer Shinde 
Seminar on Sustainable planning and affordable housing- 15/10/2022 
Urban planning development and associated legislation- 11/03/2022 

5 

Sarpanch Grampanchayat Loni budruk, Panchayat Samiti Rahata, Tq. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar 
Check Architectural assets of Grampanchayat Loni Budruk and give them technical advice in terms of 
planning and design- 24/07/2022 
 

6 
Mr. Rajendra Ghodake 
Wall painting workshop- 08/01/2022 
Pottery workshop- 27/03/2021 

7 
Dr. Neha Bairagi, Director-Arogyam Ayurveda, Shrirampur, Maharashtra 
Online Seminar on Daily Routine to Increase Immunity Through Ayurveda in collaboration with Arogyam 
Ayurveda Shrirampur- 31/08/2021 

 

 
Ar. Tejashree Thangaokar                                        

     Principal PRCA, Loni                                                        
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Date: 07/07/2022

To,

The Principal,

Ar. TejashreeThangaokar,

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to organize SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
on 15-07-2022

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Event activity Seminar On Housing-sustainable Planning And Affordable Housing 

Guest Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde

Organization PRCA

Teacher coordinator Ar.Suraj Ubale

Ar. Tushar Parise

Student coordinator Sakshi Tanpure

Duration 4 Hours Timing 10.00am
Attending classes 4th Year Venue Location Classroom no.1

Required support Projector

Thanking you with regards.

Ar. Tushar Parise
Assistant Professor 
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.



Date: 13/07/2022

NOTICE 

All the teachers and students of Pravara Rural College of Architecture are informed that, Seminar 

On Housing-sustainable Planning And Affordable Housing is organized on 15-07-2022

Details of the seminar are as follows:
Time: 10.00 am to 2.00 pm
Venue: Classroom no.1

Speakers: Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde





Date: 12-10-2022

2022-2023

2022-23 SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING

Expert Person: Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde

Activity Head: Ar.Suraj Ubale

Ar. Tushar Parise

Aim: To explore the concepts of sustainable planning and affordable housing, shedding 

light on their significance in the contemporary urban context. 

Objectives : •To provide an in-depth understanding of sustainable planning principles and their 

integration into housing design.

•To examine the challenges and opportunities associated with affordable housing 

initiatives.

•To showcase successful case studies that highlight innovative approaches to 

sustainable and affordable housing.

•To foster a collaborative platform for architects, urban planners, and 

professionals to exchange ideas and experiences.

•To inspire participants to incorporate sustainable and affordable housing 

practices in their future projects

Duration: 10.00am – 2.00pm
Number of students: 59

SUMMARY:
The seminar showcased the expertise of two eminent architects, Ar. Vijay Pandey and Ar.

Sameer Shinde, who provided valuable insights into the realms of sustainable planning and affordable
housing. In a dynamic session held between 10 AM to 2 PM, both architects utilized engaging
PowerPoint presentations to convey their wealth of knowledge and experience.
Ar. Vijay Pandey elucidated the integration of sustainable practices, energy efficiency, and eco-friendly
materials within housing design. He drew upon his own projects to demonstrate the practical
application of sustainable planning principles, showcasing how these measures contribute to both
environmental preservation and improved quality of life.
Complementing this, Ar. Sameer Shinde embarked on a comprehensive exploration of affordability
challenges in housing projects. Through innovative design approaches and cost-effective construction
methods, he tackled the complexities of creating affordable housing solutions. He also shed light on
various government schemes aimed at promoting low-cost housing, enriching participants with
actionable strategies.
The seminar, expertly led by Ar. Suraj Ubale and Ar. Tushar Parise, fostered a holistic and engaging
learning experience. Attendees gained a heightened understanding of sustainable planning concepts
and their direct application in housing projects. They acquired insights into the obstacles surrounding
affordable housing and discovered potential strategies to surmount these challenges.
Incorporating real-world case studies, the seminar exemplified successful models of sustainable and
affordable housing, providing participants with tangible examples to draw inspiration from. Moreover,
the event served as a fertile ground for knowledge exchange and networking, connecting professionals
in the architecture and urban planning fields, further enriching the learning experience.
As the session concluded, participants departed with newfound inspiration. Empowered by the
knowledge shared by Ar. Vijay Pandey and Ar. Sameer Shinde, they were motivated to integrate
sustainable and affordable elements into their future projects. This collective effort, in turn, would
contribute to the development of more livable, inclusive, and resilient communities.



Ar.Tejashree Thangaokar felicitating Ar.Vijay Pandey Ar.Vijay Pandey giving presentation

Ar.Sameer Shinde giving presentationAr.Sonali Chaskar felicitating Ar.Sameer Shinde

Group Photo
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Subject:  Appointment letter for 

 

Dear Mr. Shubham Gholap, 

We are pleased to offer you, the position 

Designs on the following terms and conditions:

 

COMMENCEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT

a. Your appointment starts 

b. You have to complete the probation

the date of appointment.

c. Your job responsibilities will be, preparation of Sketch drawing, municipal drawing, 

presentation drawing, working drawing and other any drawings that may be necessary 

for the successful completion of the project. 

d. Visit sites as and when necessary.

e. Attending meetings with consultants, clients, contractors or any other person who will be 

of importance for the project and office. 

f. Preparation of the minutes of meeting.

g. Preparation and Submiss

h. Generally to do all other things beneficial to the office.

 

JOB TITLE AND SALARY 

a. Your job title will be Trainee

b. Your salary will be 2000

 

 

 
I ekaadesigns01@gmail.com l  A-203, Prakalpa Pride,

 

APPOINTMENT LETTER  

       

for the post of Trainee 

We are pleased to offer you, the position of trainee for architectural internship

Designs on the following terms and conditions: 

COMMENCEMENT OF EMPLOYMENT 

Your appointment starts from 11th July 2022. 

You have to complete the probation/training period as assigned by the authority 

the date of appointment. 

Your job responsibilities will be, preparation of Sketch drawing, municipal drawing, 

presentation drawing, working drawing and other any drawings that may be necessary 

mpletion of the project.  

Visit sites as and when necessary. 

Attending meetings with consultants, clients, contractors or any other person who will be 

of importance for the project and office.  

Preparation of the minutes of meeting. 

Preparation and Submission of various reports and portfolios, etc.

Generally to do all other things beneficial to the office. 

Trainee  and you will report to Principal Architect.

2000/- for the training period. 

akalpa Pride, Baner, Pune-411045 

Date:15/06/2022 

 

  

trainee for architectural internship with Ekaa 

as assigned by the authority from 

Your job responsibilities will be, preparation of Sketch drawing, municipal drawing, 

presentation drawing, working drawing and other any drawings that may be necessary 

Attending meetings with consultants, clients, contractors or any other person who will be 

ion of various reports and portfolios, etc. 

and you will report to Principal Architect. 
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PLACE OF POSTING 

a. You will be posted at Baner, Pune.

of business which the Company has, or may later acquire.

 

HOURS OF WORK AND LEAVES

a. You are expected to work not less than 8.5 hours each day, including 30 min. lunch 

break and if necessary for additional hours depending on your responsibilities. 

b. During training period, only 1 paid leave per month will be gr

leave per month will be allowed, providing it will carry forward n

consumed in a month. 

 

 TERMINATION 

a. You may terminate your employment with the Company, without any cause, by giving 

no less than 1 month prior notice. In case of your resignation

relieve you immediately or within short period as company may deem fit, without any 

compensation for the remaining notice period.

b. The Company reserves the right to terminate your employment summarily without any 

notice period or termination payment, if it has reasonable ground to believe you are 

guilty of misconduct or negligence, or have committed any fundamental breach of 

contract or caused any loss to the Company. 

c. On the termination of your employment for whatever reason, you

Company all property; documents and paper, both original and copies thereof, including 

any samples, literature, contracts, records, lists, drawings, blueprints, letters, notes, 

data and the like; and Confidential Information, in your po

relating to your employment or to clients’ business affairs. 

 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
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You will be posted at Baner, Pune. You may however be required to work at any place 

of business which the Company has, or may later acquire. 

HOURS OF WORK AND LEAVES 

You are expected to work not less than 8.5 hours each day, including 30 min. lunch 

break and if necessary for additional hours depending on your responsibilities. 

period, only 1 paid leave per month will be granted and after that 1.5 

per month will be allowed, providing it will carry forward next month if not 

 

You may terminate your employment with the Company, without any cause, by giving 

prior notice. In case of your resignation, company reserves right to 

relieve you immediately or within short period as company may deem fit, without any 

compensation for the remaining notice period. 

The Company reserves the right to terminate your employment summarily without any 

termination payment, if it has reasonable ground to believe you are 

guilty of misconduct or negligence, or have committed any fundamental breach of 

contract or caused any loss to the Company.  

On the termination of your employment for whatever reason, you

Company all property; documents and paper, both original and copies thereof, including 

any samples, literature, contracts, records, lists, drawings, blueprints, letters, notes, 

data and the like; and Confidential Information, in your possession or under your control 

relating to your employment or to clients’ business affairs.  

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

akalpa Pride, Baner, Pune-411045 

You may however be required to work at any place 

You are expected to work not less than 8.5 hours each day, including 30 min. lunch 

break and if necessary for additional hours depending on your responsibilities.  

anted and after that 1.5 

ext month if not 

You may terminate your employment with the Company, without any cause, by giving 

, company reserves right to 

relieve you immediately or within short period as company may deem fit, without any 

The Company reserves the right to terminate your employment summarily without any 

termination payment, if it has reasonable ground to believe you are 

guilty of misconduct or negligence, or have committed any fundamental breach of 

On the termination of your employment for whatever reason, you will return to the 

Company all property; documents and paper, both original and copies thereof, including 

any samples, literature, contracts, records, lists, drawings, blueprints, letters, notes, 

ssession or under your control 
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a. You must always maintain the highest degree of confidentiality and keep as confidential 

the records, documents and other Confidential Inf

the Company which may be known to you or confided in you by any means and you will 

use such records, documents and information only in a duly authorized manner in the 

interest of the Company.

b. For the purposes of this cl

Company’s business and that of its customers which is not available to the general 

public and which may be learnt by you in the course of your employment. This includes, 

but is not limited to, information relating to the organization, its customer lists, 

employment policies, personnel, and information about the Company’s products, 

processes including ideas, concepts, projections, technology, manuals, drawing, 

designs, specifications, and all papers

containing such Confidential Information.

c. At no time, will you remove any Confidential Information from the office without 

permission. 

 

GOVERNING LAW/JURISDICTION

a. Your employment with the Company is subject to Indian 

subject to the jurisdiction of Pune only.

 Yours  Sincerely, 

 Vaishali Wagh 

CA/2009/44540 

 Founder & Principal Architect
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You must always maintain the highest degree of confidentiality and keep as confidential 

the records, documents and other Confidential Information relating to the business of 

the Company which may be known to you or confided in you by any means and you will 

use such records, documents and information only in a duly authorized manner in the 

interest of the Company. 

For the purposes of this clause ‘Confidential Information’ means information about the 

Company’s business and that of its customers which is not available to the general 

public and which may be learnt by you in the course of your employment. This includes, 

ormation relating to the organization, its customer lists, 

employment policies, personnel, and information about the Company’s products, 

processes including ideas, concepts, projections, technology, manuals, drawing, 

designs, specifications, and all papers, resumes, records and other documents 

containing such Confidential Information. 

At no time, will you remove any Confidential Information from the office without 

GOVERNING LAW/JURISDICTION 

Your employment with the Company is subject to Indian laws. All disputes shall be 

subject to the jurisdiction of Pune only. 

 

cipal Architect 

 

akalpa Pride, Baner, Pune-411045 

You must always maintain the highest degree of confidentiality and keep as confidential 

ormation relating to the business of 

the Company which may be known to you or confided in you by any means and you will 

use such records, documents and information only in a duly authorized manner in the 

ause ‘Confidential Information’ means information about the 

Company’s business and that of its customers which is not available to the general 

public and which may be learnt by you in the course of your employment. This includes, 

ormation relating to the organization, its customer lists, 

employment policies, personnel, and information about the Company’s products, 

processes including ideas, concepts, projections, technology, manuals, drawing, 

, resumes, records and other documents 

At no time, will you remove any Confidential Information from the office without 

laws. All disputes shall be 





 
 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 

Between 
LOKNETE DR. BALASAHEB VIKHE PATIL 

(PADMA BHUSHAN AWARDEE) 

Pravara Rural Education Society`s 

 
1. Pravara Rural Engineering College, Loni, Tal. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar 

 

2. Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil Institute of Technology & Engineering 

(Polytechnic), Pravaranagar, A/P Loni Tal. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar 

 

3. Pravara Rural College of Architecture, Loni, Tal. Rahata, 

Dist. Ahmednagar 

 

4. Pravara Rural College of Pharmacy(B Pharmacy) Pravaranagar, A/P. Loni 

Tal. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar 

 

5. Institute of Pharmacy (D. Pharmacy) Loni Kd. Tal. Rahata, 

Dist. Ahmednagar 

 

 

6. Industrial Training Institute & Women`s Industrial Training Institute, 

Loni Tal. Rahata, Dist. Ahmednagar 













2021-22 SEMINAR ON DAIRY PLANNING

Resource/Expert 

Person:

Ar. Trimbak Gadgil Sangli, Maharashtra, India

Activity Head: Ar. Meghana Joshi, Ar. Pradip Deshmukh, Ar. Suraj Ubale

Activity Team: Ar. Meghana Joshi, Ar. Pradip Deshmukh, Ar. Suraj Ubale + Third year 
Students

Aim: To introduce dairy planning to the students

Objectives: i. To know the basic fundamentals of dairy planning
ii. To introduce the various processes and services related to the milk 

processing unit.

Duration: 4:00 Hrs. (09.00am – 02.00pm)
Number of students: 33+PRCA Staff

Date: 16-03-2022

.
2021-2022

Summary:
The Seminar on Dairy Planning, led by the distinguished architect Ar. Trimbak D. Gadgil, offered a

comprehensive exploration of dairy facility design. Hailing from Sangli, Maharashtra, Ar. Gadgil's
illustrious career began with his graduation from M S University of Baroda in 1973, where he secured
accolades including two Gold Medals. His association with renowned architect Charles Correa saw him
contribute to esteemed projects like Kanchanjunga Apartments in Mumbai, Goa Kala Academy, and
Bharat Bhavan in Bhopal, earning recognition from Ar. Correa himself. With a professional journey
spanning over 45 years and an academic tenure of 35 years, Ar. Gadgil brings a wealth of expertise to the
table.

On the 16th of March 2022, a Wednesday, Ar. Gadgil graced the college with his expert
lecture. Commencing with his background, he proceeded to present his noteworthy works through an
illuminating PowerPoint presentation. The lecture delved into various facets of dairy planning,
elucidating vital aspects like the requisites of dairy facilities, essential equipment and machinery, and the
movement of labor and materials through activity flow charts. Ar. Gadgil also provided insights into
specific considerations related to temperature control, ambient environment, and differing requirements
based on the volume of milk processed.

The presentation extended to worker requirements, amenities, and specialized utilities such
as boilers, chillers, water treatment plants, and more. Key components like electric substations and IBT
(ice bank tank) were also discussed. Ar. Gadgil went on to explain the intricate workings of a Raw Milk
Reception Dock (RMRD), shedding light on the technicalities involved.
Furthermore, Ar. Gadgil offered a plethora of general instructions, advice, and recommendations on
architectural design aspects including planning, elevation, and contour negotiation. After the
presentation, a question and answer session followed, where Ar. Gadgil addressed queries and doubts,
enriching the participants' understanding.

The session continued with an intimate interaction between Ar. Gadgil and individual
students. During this segment, students received personalized inputs on their designs, with Ar. Gadgil
offering guidance on progressing from their current stage to the final scheme. Technical insights related
to equipment and design criteria were shared, providing practical solutions for the students' design
challenges.

In essence, the Seminar on Dairy Planning conducted by Ar. Trimbak D. Gadgil was a blend
of architectural expertise and practical wisdom. Through his illustrious career and commitment to
academia, Ar. Gadgil imparted invaluable insights into the nuanced world of dairy facility design, leaving a
lasting impact on the students and attendees.



Ar. Gadgil Sir interacting with studentsGadgil Sir explaining his works to thestudents

Detailed plansUnderstanding levels through sections

Ar. Trimbak Gadgil with Third year students and faculty.











Date: 07/07/2022

To,

The Principal,

Ar. TejashreeThangaokar,

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to organize SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING
on 15-07-2022

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Event activity Seminar On Housing-sustainable Planning And Affordable Housing 

Guest Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde

Organization PRCA

Teacher coordinator Ar.Suraj Ubale

Ar. Tushar Parise

Student coordinator Sakshi Tanpure

Duration 4 Hours Timing 10.00am
Attending classes 4th Year Venue Location Classroom no.1

Required support Projector

Thanking you with regards.

Ar. Tushar Parise
Assistant Professor 
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.



Date: 13/07/2022

NOTICE 

All the teachers and students of Pravara Rural College of Architecture are informed that, Seminar 

On Housing-sustainable Planning And Affordable Housing is organized on 15-07-2022

Details of the seminar are as follows:
Time: 10.00 am to 2.00 pm
Venue: Classroom no.1

Speakers: Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde





Date: 12-10-2022

2022-2023

2022-23 SEMINAR ON HOUSING-SUSTAINABLE PLANNING AND AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING

Expert Person: Ar. Vijay Pandey

Ar.Sameer Shinde

Activity Head: Ar.Suraj Ubale

Ar. Tushar Parise

Aim: To explore the concepts of sustainable planning and affordable housing, shedding 

light on their significance in the contemporary urban context. 

Objectives : •To provide an in-depth understanding of sustainable planning principles and their 

integration into housing design.

•To examine the challenges and opportunities associated with affordable housing 

initiatives.

•To showcase successful case studies that highlight innovative approaches to 

sustainable and affordable housing.

•To foster a collaborative platform for architects, urban planners, and 

professionals to exchange ideas and experiences.

•To inspire participants to incorporate sustainable and affordable housing 

practices in their future projects

Duration: 10.00am – 2.00pm
Number of students: 59

SUMMARY:
The seminar showcased the expertise of two eminent architects, Ar. Vijay Pandey and Ar.

Sameer Shinde, who provided valuable insights into the realms of sustainable planning and affordable
housing. In a dynamic session held between 10 AM to 2 PM, both architects utilized engaging
PowerPoint presentations to convey their wealth of knowledge and experience.
Ar. Vijay Pandey elucidated the integration of sustainable practices, energy efficiency, and eco-friendly
materials within housing design. He drew upon his own projects to demonstrate the practical
application of sustainable planning principles, showcasing how these measures contribute to both
environmental preservation and improved quality of life.
Complementing this, Ar. Sameer Shinde embarked on a comprehensive exploration of affordability
challenges in housing projects. Through innovative design approaches and cost-effective construction
methods, he tackled the complexities of creating affordable housing solutions. He also shed light on
various government schemes aimed at promoting low-cost housing, enriching participants with
actionable strategies.
The seminar, expertly led by Ar. Suraj Ubale and Ar. Tushar Parise, fostered a holistic and engaging
learning experience. Attendees gained a heightened understanding of sustainable planning concepts
and their direct application in housing projects. They acquired insights into the obstacles surrounding
affordable housing and discovered potential strategies to surmount these challenges.
Incorporating real-world case studies, the seminar exemplified successful models of sustainable and
affordable housing, providing participants with tangible examples to draw inspiration from. Moreover,
the event served as a fertile ground for knowledge exchange and networking, connecting professionals
in the architecture and urban planning fields, further enriching the learning experience.
As the session concluded, participants departed with newfound inspiration. Empowered by the
knowledge shared by Ar. Vijay Pandey and Ar. Sameer Shinde, they were motivated to integrate
sustainable and affordable elements into their future projects. This collective effort, in turn, would
contribute to the development of more livable, inclusive, and resilient communities.



Ar.Tejashree Thangaokar felicitating Ar.Vijay Pandey Ar.Vijay Pandey giving presentation

Ar.Sameer Shinde giving presentationAr.Sonali Chaskar felicitating Ar.Sameer Shinde

Group Photo









Date: 1/03/2022

To,

The Principal,

Ar. TejashreeThangaokar,

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to organize Webinar on Urban Design Legislation on 11/03/22

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for Webinar on Urban Design Legislation

Event activity Webinar on Urban Design Legislation 

Guest Ar.Sameer Shinde Organization PRCA
Teacher coordinator Ar. Tushar Parise Student coordinator Roshan Varpe

Duration 4 Hours Timing 9.30am
Attending classes 4th Year Venue Location Classroom no.1

Required support Projector

Thanking you with regards.

Ar. Tushar Parise
Assistant Professor 
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.



Date: 09/03/2022

NOTICE 

All the students of 4th Year Pravara Rural College of Architecture are informed 
that, Webinar on Urban Design Legislation is organized on 11/03/22 

Time: 9.30am
Venue: Classroom no.1

Speakers: Ar.Sameer Shinde







2021-22 Webinar on Urban Design Legislation

Resource Person: Ar. Sameer Shinde

Coordinator Ar.TejashreeThangaokar, Ar. Suraj Ubale

No. of Students: 27+PRCA Staff

Aim: To Introduce Urban Design Legislation

Objectives: i. To know the basics of urban planning and design
ii. To introduce the legislation related to the urban development

Duration: 2:30 Hrs. (09.30am – 12.00pm)

DATE:11 /03/2022

2021-2022

Summary:

The webinar on "Urban Design Legislation," led by Ar. Sameer Shinde, provided a comprehensive

overview of the intricate legal and planning frameworks that govern urban development in India. The session began

with an exploration of the Constitution's significance in the context of Urban Studies, emphasizing the importance of

ensuring that the rights of all citizens are upheld during the design and development process.

The historical evolution of urban development in India from 1947 to 1992 was discussed in depth, citing examples

such as industrial cities like Jamshedpur and pilgrimage cities like Varanasi. Ar. Shinde highlighted the emergence of

institutional buildings from 1951 to 1956, which contributed to shaping urban landscapes.

The presenter emphasized that nearly half of Maharashtra's population resides in urban areas and discussed the

policies enacted to cater to this urban demographic. Policies were designed for towns, talukas, and municipal

bodies, leading to a significant migration from rural to urban areas. The concept of urban planning, urbanization, and

the planning process for cities were elucidated.

Legislations and amendments relevant to urban planning, such as the Maharashtra Regional Town

Planning Act of 1966 and the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) of 2005, were

explained. These policies empowered local bodies in towns like Badlapur, Phaltan, and Pune, contributing to their

development. The session also delved into the importance of the Rent Control Act in relation to urban planning,

addressing the needs of the floating population. Various housing development schemes, state programs under the

Maharashtra Regional Town Planning Act, and urban development projects were discussed, including those in

Mumbai's periphery.

Ar. Shinde further highlighted the National Smart Cities Mission's goals and the government's

initiatives for slum rehabilitation and affordable housing. The role of the Slum Rehabilitation Authority (SRA) in

identifying and empowering marginalized populations was explained. The presenter touched on housing finance

schemes like PMAY and their impact on inclusive housing.

Informal slum development, encroachments, and the challenges faced by the economically disadvantaged were

discussed. The roles of MHADA (Maharashtra Housing and Area Development Authority) and inclusive housing

strategies were elaborated upon.

The requirement for greenfield plots to allocate 20% of the space for inclusive housing or affordable

housing was highlighted. The concept of In-situ Slum Redevelopment (ISSR) was introduced as a strategy to

address informal settlements. The session concluded with an interactive question and answer segment, where Ar.

Shinde addressed participants' queries. The students and faculty expressed appreciation for the detailed insights

shared by Ar. Shinde, highlighting the depth of information covered during the session. Ar. Tejashree Thangaokar

extended a vote of thanks, concluding the informative and enlightening webinar on Urban Design Legislation.



1. Ar. Sameer Shinde giving presentation on Urban Design Legislation

2. Ar. Sameer Shinde giving presentation on Urban Design Legislation

3. Students attending the session 



4. Students attending the session 

5. Event Attendance 
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15/3/21

To,

The Principal,

Ar. Rajeshwari Jagtap,

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to Organize Warli Painting Workshop and Pottary Workshop On 27/3/21

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for Warli Painting Workshop and Pottary Workshop

Event activity Warli Painting Workshop  and Pottary Workshop 

Guest Mrs.Jayashree Ghodke, Mr. Rajendra 

Ghodke

Organization PRCA

Teacher coordinator Ar. Ashwini Gholap Student coordinator Pranav Pakhle

Duration 3 Hours Timing 9.00am To 5.00pm 

Attending classes All Venue Location Classroom no.1

Required support --

Thanking you with regards.

Ar. Ashwini Gholap
Assistant Professor 
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.



DATE : 25/3/21

NOTICE

We are pleased to inform all the students and teachers of Pravara Rural College of

Architecture, Loni, that our College is Organizing Warli Painting Workshop and Pottary Workshop

by renowned artist Mrs.Jayashree Ghodke and Mr.Rajendra Ghodke respectively.

Date: 27/3/21

Time: 2.00pm To 5.00pm

Venue: PRCA, Classroom No-1

Coordinator: Ar. Ashwini Gholap





2020-21 POTTARY  WORKSHOP – REPORT 

Expert Person: Mrs. Rajendra Ghodke

Faculty In charge: Ar.AshwiniGholap

Aim: The primary aim of the Pottery Workshop was to introduce participants to the art and craft of 

pottery, allowing them to experience the joy of creating three-dimensional pottery pieces on the 

wheel.

Objectives : i. Introduction to Pottery: 

ii. Hands-on Experience

iii. Creative Expression: 

iv. Skill Development

Duration: 1 Day

No. of students : 28

DATE: 27/03/2021

2020-21

Summary :

A Pottery Workshop was conducted at PRCA Loni on 27th March 2021, facilitated by the renowned artist

Rajendra Ghodke. The workshop took place in the well-equipped workshop lab at PRCA, where participants had the

opportunity to work on the pottery wheel. The workshop aimed to introduce participants to the art of pottery and provide

hands-on experience in creating pottery pieces under the guidance of the expert artist. The workshop was organized under

the supervision of Faculty Incharge, Ar. Ashwini Gholap, and Principal Rajeshwari Jagtap also graced the event with her

presence.

The primary aim of the Pottery Workshop was to introduce participants to the art and craft of pottery, allowing them to

experience the joy of creating three-dimensional pottery pieces on the wheel. The workshop sought to encourage creativity

and experimentation in clay modeling.

Introduction to Pottery: The workshop aimed to provide an introduction to the techniques and methods used in

pottery. Participants learned about different types of clay and the basic tools required for pottery making.

Hands-on Experience: The workshop provided participants with a hands-on experience of working with the pottery wheel.

They learned how to center the clay on the wheel and create different shapes and forms using various hand techniques.

Creative Expression: The workshop encouraged participants to express their creativity and artistic ideas through clay

modeling. They had the freedom to experiment with different forms and designs, adding their personal touch to their pottery

pieces.

Skill Development: Participants were guided by Rajendra Ghodke to refine their pottery-making skills. They learned how to

shape, trim, and glaze their pottery pieces, enhancing their proficiency in the craft.

The outcome of the Pottery Workshop was a collection of unique and beautifully crafted pottery pieces. Participants

successfully created various forms, such as bowls, vases, and cups, showcasing their creative flair and newfound pottery

skills.

With 28 enthusiastic participants and the expertise of Rajendra Ghodke, the Pottery Workshop proved to be an engaging and

successful event. Ar. Ashwini Gholap's guidance and support further enriched the participants' learning experience.

Overall, the workshop not only allowed participants to explore the art of pottery but also provided them with an

opportunity for self-expression and creativity. The pottery pieces created during the workshop served as a testament to the

students' talent and the institution's commitment to nurturing artistic skills and craftsmanship at PRCA Loni.



Recourse person explaining Art of Pottery . Recourse person demonstrating  Pottery .

Recourse person demonstrating  Pottery . Recourse person demonstrating  Pottery .







Date: 3/1/22

To,

The Principal,

Ar. Rajeshwari Jagtap,

PRCA, Loni.

Subject: Application to Organize Wall Painting Workshop On 8 - 1- 2022

Respected Madam,

This letter is to request for your kind approval for Wall Painting Workshop

Event activity Wall  Painting Workshop

Guest Mr. Rajendra Ghodke Organization PRCA

Teacher coordinator Ar.Ashwini Gholap Student coordinator Rutuja Wakchaure

Duration 6Hours Timing 9.00 am to 4.00pm

Attending classes All Venue Location PRCA Amphi

Required support Tables, Rough News Papers

Thanking you with regards.

Ar.Ashwini Gholap

Assistant Professor 
PRCA, Loni

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick approval.



Date: 5/1/22

NOTICE

We are pleased to inform all the students and teachers of Pravara Rural College of

Architecture, Loni, College is Organizing Wall Painting workshop. Expert person for

the event is renowned Artist Mr. Rajendra Ghodke

Date: 8 - 1- 2022

Time: 9.00 am to 4.00pm

Venue: PRCA, PRCA Amphi





2020-21 WALL PAINTING WORKSHOP  – REPORT 

Expert Person: Mrs. Rajendra Ghodke

Faculty In charge: Ar.Tejasweeni Gholap

Aim: The primary aim of the Wall Painting Workshop was to introduce students to the art of wall 

painting and provide them with hands-on experience in creating large-scale murals.

Objectives : i. Introduction to Wall Painting

ii. Hands-on Experience

iii. Creative Expression

iv. Teamwork and Collaboration: 

Duration: 1 Day

No. of students : 35

DATE: 08/01/2022

2021-22

Summary:

A Wall Painting Workshop was conducted at PRCA Loni on 8th January 2022, led by the talented artist Rajendra

Ghodke. The workshop was organized under the guidance of Faculty Incharge, Ar. Ashwini Gholap, and Principal

Rajeshwari Jagtap also graced the event with her presence. The workshop saw the enthusiastic participation of 30

students who were divided into groups to paint three walls with three different themes.

The primary aim of the Wall Painting Workshop was to introduce students to the art of wall painting and provide them

with hands-on experience in creating large-scale murals. The workshop aimed to encourage creativity and artistic

expression while beautifying the campus.

Introduction to Wall Painting: The workshop aimed to provide an introduction to the techniques and methods

used in wall painting. Participants learned about the different types of paint, brushes, and tools required for wall painting.

Hands-on Experience: The workshop provided participants with a unique opportunity to work on large walls and create

impactful murals. Students learned how to plan and execute their artistic ideas on a larger canvas.

Creative Expression: The workshop encouraged participants to express their creativity through their chosen themes for

the murals. They had the freedom to experiment with colors, forms, and designs, adding their personal touch to the

artwork.

Teamwork and Collaboration: Working in groups to paint the walls encouraged students to collaborate, communicate

effectively, and collectively bring their vision to life.

The outcome of the Wall Painting Workshop was the transformation of three walls on the campus into vibrant

and eye-catching murals. Each mural depicted a different theme, adding a touch of artistic beauty to the surroundings.

The students' dedication and artistic skills were evident in the final murals, which showcased their creativity and ability to

work as a team. The workshop not only provided an opportunity for self-expression but also contributed to the aesthetic

enhancement of the campus.

The Wall Painting Workshop proved to be a successful and inspiring event. Rajendra Ghodke's expertise

in wall painting provided valuable guidance to the students, and Ar. Ashwini Gholap's support added to the overall

learning experience. The event highlighted PRCA Loni's commitment to nurturing artistic talent and fostering a creative

and vibrant environment for its students. The painted walls served as a testament to the students' artistic abilities and

showcased the institution's dedication to promoting art and creativity among its students.



Students working on wall murals

Students working on wall murals

Students and resource person  working on wall murals











 
 

Date: 18/08/2021 

 

To, 

The principal,  

Ar. Rajeshwari Jagtap, 

PRCA, Loni. 

Subject: Application to Organize Immunity boosting Seminar On 31-08-2021 

 

Respected Madam, 

This letter is to request for your kind approval for the above subject. 

Event activity Increase immunity through Ayurveda  

Guest Dr. Neha Bairagi, Aarogyam 
Ayurveda 

Organization PRCA 

Teacher coordinator Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti Student coordinator Disha Hinduja 

Duration 1 Hours Timing 11.00 am to 12.00pm 

Attending classes All Venue Location Classroom no.1 

Required support Projector 

 

Therefore, I request you to kindly issue permission in this regard. I shall be obliged for your quick 
approval. 

 

Thanking you with regards. 

                                                                     

Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti 

Assistant Professor  

PRCA, Loni 

 



 
 

 

DATE: 24/08/2021 

NOTICE 

 

We are pleased to inform all the students and teachers of Pravara Rural College of Architecture, Loni, 
College is Organizing Online Seminar on Daily Routine to Increase Immunity Through Ayurveda in 

collaboration with Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur 

Date: 09/12/2022 

Time: 11.00am To 12.00pm  

Venue: PRCA, Classroom No-1 

 

We look forward to your enthusiastic participation in this online seminar for better health management. 
For any queries or further information, please feel free to contact Prof. Dipeeka Arbatti 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

DATE: 31/08/2021 

2021-2022 

2021-22 

Online Seminar On 

Daily Routine To Increase Immunity Through Ayurveda  

in collaboration with Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur -REPORT 

Location: Online 

Activity Head: Ar. Dipeeka Arbatti 

Activity Team: Ar. Sonali Chaskar 

No of Participated 
Students: 

34 

Aim: To  conduct heath care social activity for citizens during covid time on online 
platform. 

Objectives: i. To create awareness amongst citizens,  about Ayurveda in day today 
life and its importance for health during Covid. 

ii. To create awareness amongst citizens,  about Daily Routine for 
Increasing  Immunity Through Ayurveda 

Duration: 1Hour 

Collaborating Agency: Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur 

 

 

1.Student coordinator giving Introduction about seminar  

 

2.Student coordinator giving Information about 

collaboration with Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur   

 

3.Student coordinator Introducing expert person Dr.Neha 

Bairagi Director of Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur      

 

4. Dr.Neha Bairagi from Arogyam Ayurveda 

Shrirampur delivering speech on Daily routine to 

increase immunity through Ayurveda.       



 

 

5.Presentation by Dr.Neha Bairagi Explaining different 

therapies in Ayurveda  

 

6.Presentation by Dr.Neha Bairagi Explaining 

different therapies in Ayurveda 

 

7.Student coordinator conducting question answer session 

 

8.Dr.Neha Bairagi giving answers to the questions 

asked by participants 

 
Summary: 
Online Seminar On Daily Routine To Increase Immunity Through Ayurveda in collaboration with 

Arogyam Ayurveda was organized by Pravara Rural college Of Architecture during pandemic on 31st August 

2021. Students of Pravara Rural college Of Architecture are always enthusiastic about  social activities for 

society and citizens. During pandemic also, online learning wasn't barrier for them, their extraordinary 

enthusiasm and eagerness to serve something for society resulted in idea of conducting online seminar for 

wellbeing and good health of citizens. Aim of the seminar was to   conduct heath care social activity for citizens 

during covid time on online platform. Objectives were, to create awareness amongst citizens,  about Ayurveda in 

day today life and its importance for health during Covid, to create awareness amongst citizens,  about Daily 

Routine for Increasing  Immunity Through Ayurveda. 

            Dr.Neha Bairagi has completed B.A.M.S., PGDCC, PGDTC, PGDCP. She is Director of firm 

Arogyam Ayurveda Shrirampur. She is in Ayurvedic practice since last 12 years. She has expertise in child 

health ,skin and hair. She has also conducted online and offline seminars on Ayurveda and  Ayurvedic  

camps. In the above seminar she explained  how one should follow the daily routine through Ayurveda 

from waking up to bed time.She explained some ayurvedic terms like how should be the Dincharya, 

Importance of waking up in Brahmmuhurta ,Daton is brushing, toung scraping as it completes the process 

of oral hygiene, Gandush is oil pulling for oral and dental health, Application of  Anjan  can be effective 

remedy for eye disorders and diseases, Nasya is nasal therapy lay off ghee  through nostrils prevents 

inhalation of unwanted bacteria, Abhyanga is body massage improves circulation, strength, vision and 



 
stamina, importance of yoga, Udhvartan is massaging skin with dry powders improves metabolic 

activities, importance of bath. She also talked about causes of lifestyle related disorders, Rules and 

regulations to take food. Then she explained how all these practices are useful to maintain immunity and 

strength which is an important factor to protect ourselves from Covid 19. Seminar was conducted online 

through Google meet. About 15-20 people from other than PRCA students attended this seminar. Ar. 

Sonali Chaskar Addressed the participants and expert person. Student coordinator Anuj Rabde gave 

introduction about seminar, Introduction of expert person was given by Rachna Deshmukh, Question 

answer session was conducted by Janhvi Wakchaure. ote of thanx was given by teacher coordinator Ar. 

Dipeeka Arbatti.                      

 

 
                                                                                                

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Event Attendance 
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